
The citizens’ demands for a decent life were repressed 
by the forces of public order. According to the offi-
cial figures given in the latest report of the INDH 
(National Institute for Human Rights), there were 31 
deaths, 3,765 people injured (including 288 minors) 
and 2,888 accusations of sexual violence, torture and 
use of excess force by the police and military during 
the social demonstrations from October 2019 to March 
2020. Of those injured, 460 people were struck in an 
eyeball, some with total loss of vision owing to pop-
ping of the eyes caused by bullets, pellets and tear 
gas fired directly at the faces of the demonstrators. 
2 people lost both eyes.
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“Who prays for you?” asked La Machi.
 so that the buLLets WiLL just graze you, to be invisibLe, so 

that they WiLL aLter their course, 
to preserve your eyes, your sight. 

EOn 18 October, a spark from the flames set fire to 
Santiago de Chile. The rise of 30 pesos in the city’s 
public transport fares unleashed protests all over the 
country. The neoliberal system implanted during the 
military dictatorship had left most of the population 
seriously unprotected. Citizens worn down by social 
inequality, debts owing to the high cost of living, 
expensive medicines, exorbitant health care, minute 
pensions, a lack of access to quality education and 
the privatisation of nearly all the water in the coun-
try were just some of the reasons for the start of the 
social outburst.
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https://www.indh.cl/archivo-de-reportes-de-estadisticas/
https://www.indh.cl/archivo-de-reportes-de-estadisticas/


In Andean cosmology, the future is behind us and is 
not visible to the eyes. We look forward, towards the 
known. In the neoliberal cosmology, the eyes are the 
price to pay for a decent future. What else will we 
have to give up as we move further into this world of 
superproductivity? These lost eyes are the sacrifice 
for those who will come after us.

Toc-toc, toc-toc-toc. The pots and pans clamour to the 
same rhythm, all connecting together. The city rings 
from the windows of citizens shut up under curfew. 
Toc-toc, toc-toc-toc.

In the context of the protests, I’ve heard the buzzing 
of police drones spying on activists. Dzzzdzzzzdzzzz, 
dzzzdzzzzdzzzz. I’ve seen those unmanned craft with my 
own eyes flying down into the inner courtyards of buil-
dings, looking for faces, spying on assemblies, ho-
vering over the protests, filming and indexing guilty 
parties through its pixeled vision. Dzzzdzzzzdzzzz.

I define a drone as an “astral extension” of a human 
being that allows them to move across the world above. 
A flying eye. A vigilant eye. An eye suspended in the 
air.

At the end of November 2019, protesters in Santiago’s 
Plaza de la Dignidad joined forces and brought down a 
drone with a “light attack”. Using the blinding poten-
tial of laser pointers, they spontaneously brought all 
their light beams together, and all aiming at the spy 
drone at the same time, they shot it down. The social 
struggle was transferred to the air, using the trans-
parency of light as a weapon.

I raise my eyes towards the sky full of green lights 
pointing at the drone. I feel the presence of the 
toucan flying around it in circles as it falls. I ask 
these blind birds to activate my vision of the invisi-
ble. An era of police astral flights is dawning. Their 
visions, enhanced. The drone, the watchful eye of this 
era, is destined to be brought down by the collective.
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Laser bird, do a scan on us.
activate our Weapons of Light.

i Wrap MyseLf in green to exude forest, to 
paLpitate With Living.

i endure.
our suns faLL in a scroLL doWn,
updating the fire hoLograMs.

https://www.eldiaonline.com/manifestantes-chilenos-derribaron-un-dron-usando-miles-punteros-laser-n1005708


04One of those days I went to the seminar “Challenges of the transition 
to a new civilisation”, where a talk was being given by the philoso-
pher Gastón Soublette. He stressed that the social outburst managed 
to attract the attention of the international press, which described 
Chile as a country with the world’s most scandalous social inequa-
lities given the reigning economic and technological order, whose 
pillars are the accumulation of capital and competition. In the midst 
of this social crisis, he mentioned that the government has proposed 
only mitigating measures, hoping in this way to content a population 
“whose privations keep it near the edge of the bearable.”

After his account of how the capitalist system fails to work for us 
because it disarticulates planetary life, he spoke of how life is ma-
king room for itself through the emergence of a new paradigm that is 
arriving to shatter the one we currently inhabit. Bit by bit.

At the end of the talk, one of those present explained the theory 
of ascending energy at the planetary level, where solar storms are 
radiated by the Sun towards the Earth producing earthquakes, volca-
nic eruptions and revolutions. He remarked that we are in a process 
of planetary ignition where all we have to do is make ourselves avai-
lable for inflammation by these new energies, which will give us the 
necessary information to undertake the new transit.

soLar storM,
burn My codes, so they WiLL open and knoW Where to go!

We can’t go on as We are.

http://www.congresonuevacivilizacion.cl/node/61
https://vimeo.com/462341035/be9df06282
https://vimeo.com/462339350/098ecd4bdb


At this time, in the United States, other eyes are 
being injured in the rioting that has followed the 
death of George Floyd. While here we have a social 
outburst, there they have their racial outburst. As 
Gastón Soublette said, this is a universal protest.

In the middle of the chaotic months of the social 
outburst, I sent an email to a friend in Lima. I copy 
it out here so as not to lose the immediacy of the 
narrative:

06The Alt-right, the far right in the United States, 
also proclaim a change of paradigm and a new order. 
But that’s another story, another future that we have 
nothing to do with here. The capitalist system is so 
well designed that with or without a revolution, with 
or without a virus, it makes sure it’s always the same 
ones who win. Mining was the only economic sector that 
showed a growth in shares in regional exports during 
the social outburst. Who can have bought shares in ex-
traction of resources? Now, during the pandemic, the 
Big-Tech companies like Amazon, Facebook, Microsoft 
and Netflix have considerably increased their fortu-
nes.
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https://www.theclinic.cl/2019/09/25/cecilia-vicuna-el-chile-que-yo-llevo-adentro-dejo-de-existir-porque-fue-asesinado/
https://www.instagram.com/mercvria.cl/?hl=es-la


https://losojosdechile.cl
https://losojosdechile.cl

